PRISMATIC INDICATOR UNIT
(2 module)

Functions

- Indicator lamp with coloured prismatic translucent diffuser providing distinct visibility from front as well as sides.
- Exclusively suitable as indication light in long corridors, requiring side visibility.
- Suitable as indicators in long corridors of hospitals hotels, requiring side visibility.

Technical Specifications

- Rated voltage 240V AC.
- Suitable for screwless mounting on the plates.
- Provided with long life LED.
- Connectors provided for easy wiring connection.
- Diffuser available in red, green, orange & white colour.
- Class II appliance.

Special Features

- Can be used for security purpose to raise intrusion alarm.
- Can be employed to raise acoustic and optical alarm or can even notify law enforcing authorities through auto dialer.

Nomenclature and Marking

GM modular range is marked with details using laser technology with absolute precision and indelibility.

Example for Use

Prismatic indicators provided in corridor of an hospital

Different varieties:

- AA 2 059-O: Prismatic Indicator with lens in Orange color
- AA 2 059-W: Prismatic Indicator with lens in White color
- AA 2 059-R: Prismatic Indicator with lens in Red color
- AA 2 059-G: Prismatic Indicator with lens in Green color

Wiring diagram

Front and side view showing the over all dimensions in mm